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Abstract  Original Research Article 
 

Introduction: Kienböck's disease is a rare condition. It most often affects young, manual workers. Imagery is used to 

diagnose and classify the disease using the Decoulx classification which will guide the therapeutic decision. The aim 

of the present work is to review the clinical data, the diagnostic methods and our therapeutic results compared with the 

literature. Material and Methods: This is a retrospective study of four cases of Kienböck's disease, collected in the 

Traumatology-Orthopedics Department of the Mohamed V Military Instruction Hospital in Rabat, over an twenty-year 

period, from March 2002 to October 2022. Results: The series includes eight men and two women, with an average 

age of 35 and a half years. Pain and decreased mobility were present in all our patients. All of our patients had a 

radiological workup that allowed the diagnosis six of our patients were in stage II of the disease, three in stage IIIa and 

one in stage IIIb. All our patients benefited from a shortening of the radius with a good evolution and a return to 

activities. Discussion: By comparing the results of our study with those of the literature, we found a clear concordance 

concerning the clinical, imaging and therapeutic means. Conclusion: Kienböck's disease is a rare disease that should 

be diagnosed at the early stage to prevent its evolution.  
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INTRODUCTION 
In 1910, Kienböck published his popular 

article on traumatic lunatectomy [1].Using radiographs, 

Kienböck described avascular necrosis of the lunate for 

the first time. It was described as an isolated disease of 

the lunate associated with some secondary changes in 

the other carpal bones [2]. The first cases of Kienböck 

disease were reported in the American literature in 1925 

when Goldsmith described the disease in several of his 

patients. He also stated that the disease was first 

described by Peste in 1843 but was not widely 

recognized until Kienböck's publication in 1910 [3]. 

 

Kienböck's disease usually affects adults 

between 20 and 40 years of age, who are mainly manual 

workers. 

 

The involvement is usually unilateral [4]. A 

traumatic event is frequently reported months or years 

before the diagnosis. 

 

Dorsal wrist pain and decreased grip strength 

usually occur at the time of carpal collapse, probably 

related to progressive alteration of carpal architecture 

and function rather than to bone necrosis [5]. Carpal 

tunnel syndrome may complicate the course of the 

disease [6]. 

 

The diagnosis is usually made on standard 

radiographs, which are of additional help for treatment 

and outcome assessment [7]. MRI is the gold standard 

for diagnosis [8].  

 

Several classifications have been proposed, but 

the one described by Lichtman et al., is the most 

commonly used and the one that has shown good 

reproducibility and reliability [9]. 

 

The treatment of Kienböck's disease is mainly 

guided by the patients symptomatology and functional 

deficits, as well as by the stage of the disease. Several 

surgical procedures have been described for the 

treatment of lunate osteonecrosis without sufficient 

information to determine the best treatment options 

[10]. There are three main categories in the surgical 

treatment of Kienböck disease: biomechanical lunate 

offloading, vascularized bone grafting and salvage. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. Framework and Type of Studies 

This is a retrospective study of ten cases of 

Kienböck's disease collected in the Traumatology-

Orthopedics I department of the Mohamed V Military 

Hospital of Instructions in Rabat, over a period of 

twenty years, from March 2002 to October 2022.  

 

We excluded incomplete records and patients 

who were lost to follow-up. 

 

The work has been reported in line with the 

PROCESS criteria [23]. 

 

B. Method 

We studied for our patients (Table 1): 

1. Clinical Study 

The study of the records in a retrospective way allowed 

us to look for: 

- Age. 

- Gender. 

- Occupation. 

- The notion of trauma. 

- The dominant limb and the affected limb. 

- The reason for consultation. 

- The pain (evaluated according to the visual 

analog scale). 

- Mobility (tested by goniometer). 

- Grip strength (evaluated subjectively in the 

absence of the availability of a dynamometer). 

 

2. Radiological Study 

A standard radiograph with two orthogonal 

views was routinely requested as a first line of study to 

assess the following parameters: 

- The radio-ulnar index. 

- Carpal and lunate height. 

- Lunar overhang. 

- The radiolunate angle. 

- The radioscaphoid angle. 

- The scapholunate angle. 

 

Additional CT or MRI has been requested in 

some patients to confirm the diagnosis. 

 

The purpose of the radiological workup is to 

stage the disease using the Lichtman classification. 

 

Data were analyzed on SPSS. 

 

Table 1: Summary of clinical and radiological data collected 

Clinical study Radiological study 

Age 

Sex 

Occupation 

Notion of trauma 

Dominant limb and affected limb 

Reason of consultation 

Pain 

Mobility 

Grip strenght 

Radio-ulnar index. 

Carpal and lunate height. 

Lunar overhang. 

Radiolunate angle. 

Radioscaphoid angle. 

Scapholunate angle. 

 

Description of the Technique  

Patients were operated on under general 

anesthesia, in the dorsal position and with a pneumatic 

tourniquet on the upper arm root. After swabbing the 

surgical site and applying a sterile drape, the distal part 

of the radius was exposed via an anterior approach, 

passing between the flexor carpi radialis muscle and the 

radial artery (figure 5). The diaphysis was then exposed 

with the help of a rugine over a length of at least 10 cm, 

followed by a 4-mm osteotomy directed at an angle of 

45° to the longitudinal axis of the diaphysis (figure 6), 

and then a fixation with a T-plate (figure 7 and 8). A 

posterior splint was applied. Postoperatively, all our 

patients received antibiotic prophylaxis for 48 hours in 

addition to analgesic treatment. Immobilization was 

maintained for two weeks, and then a well-defined 

rehabilitation program was prescribed. 

 
 

Figure 5: Image illustrating Henry anterior 

approach [13] 
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Figure 6: Image illustrating the radius shortening osteotomy [13] 

 

 
Figure 7: Image showing the placing of a T-plate after a radius shortening osteotomy has been performed [13] 

 

 
Figure 8: Follow-up radiographs after radius shortening and T-plate fixation [13] 

 

RESULTS 
-Epidemiological data 

Our study reported on 10 cases including eight 

males and two females (4:1 ratio) (Graph 1) with an age 

limit between 20 and 47 years and an average age of 34 

years. We noted that the condition affected the right 

wrist in seven cases and three cases of the left wrist 

(Graph 2). The affection was unilateral and the 
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dominant side was involved in 7 cases. The notion of 

trauma was found in half of our cases. Nine patients 

were manual workers. Pain, limitation of mobility and 

decreased grip strength were common in all the cases. 

 

 
Graph 1: Distribution diagram of our patients according to gender 

 

 
Graph 2: Diagram of the distribution of cases according to the side affected 

 

- Clinical Data 

Pain was the main reason for consultation. It 

was associated with a complete or partial functional 

impairment. Mobility was decreased in all of our 

patients, particularly flexion-extension movements. The 

prehension strength was also reduced in all cases. 

 

- Radiological Data 

Standard radiography with two orthogonal 

incidences was routinely requested, with additional CT-

scan or MRI in some patients. Six patients were 

diagnosed with stage II disease according to Lichtman 

classification (figure 1), with stage IIIa and one with 

stage IIIb (figure 2, 3 and 4). 

 

Radius shortening osteotomy was performed in 

all our patients. No postoperative complications were 

noted. The evolution was successful with regression of 

pain and restoration of joint amplitudes and grip 

strength, allowing all our patients to regain their normal 

activity. As for radiological images, they remained 

unchanged in 9 of our cases with only one case showing 

improvement. 

 

  
Figure 1: Radiographs showing inhomogeneous condensations of the lunate bone [13] 
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Figure 2: Frontal and lateral radiographs of the right wrist showing inhomogeneous condensation with a few geodes of the 

lunate bone [13] 

 

  
Figure 3: Frontal and lateral radiographs of the wrist showing a collapse of the lunate bone with some spots of increased 

density [13] 

 

 
Figure 4: CT-scan of the wrist showing the fragmented and collapsed appearance of the lunate bone with subchondral cysts of 

the carpal bones [13] 
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DISCUSSION 
Kienböck's disease is a rare condition. The 

prevalence is 0.5% in the general population and 1.1% 

to 2% in populations exposed to vibration [11]. 

 

The incidence is about 1/30000 in France, it is 

relatively frequent in Swedish people unlike in China 

and in black Americans. In our study, we collected 10 

cases in 20 years treated at the Mohamed V military 

hospital in Rabat. 

 

It mainly affects young people aged between 

20 and 40 years, manual workers [7], with a male 

predominance [4]. Although this pathology can occur in 

children, its occurrence is considered impossible before 

puberty by some authors [12]. In our study, the majority 

of our patients were male (8 cases) with an age ranging 

from 20 to 47 years and an average age of 35 years, 

which is in line with international epidemiology.  

 

The involvement is generally unilateral on the 

dominant side with a notion of trauma found in the 

history [13, 14]. Bilateral affection of both wrists can be 

found. In our study, 7 of our patients were affected on 

the right wrist, and 3 patients were affected on the left 

side. The dominant side was involved in 7 cases. 

 

The majority of the affected patients are heavy 

manual workers (65%) and light manual workers (18%) 

[4]. Other workers may be exposed to this condition: 

cutting, ironing, textile, agricultural, machine operators, 

car mechanics, bricklayers, boilermakers, welders, 

handlers and machine mechanics [15]. In our study, 9 of 

our patients were manual workers. Kienböck's disease is 

now recognized as a compensable occupational disease 

in France. 

 

The etiology of Kienböck's disease remains 

unknown. Aseptic necrosis of the lunate leads to its 

degeneration and fragmentation. Nevertheless, the 

causes of this necrosis are the subject of several 

theories. 

 

The search for the context of trauma is the 

clinician's first concern when faced with a painful wrist 

[16]. Kienböck's disease is suspected in several 

situations [14, 17, 18]: a benign wrist trauma with 

suggestive lesions on X- rays; a notion of wrist torsion; 

a fall with landing on the palm of the hand, wrist in 

extension. The pain is often insidious, exacerbated by 

activities and relieved by rest and immobilization [6, 7]. 

Wrist range of motion is measured. In this condition, 

there is a painful limitation of wrist mobility, especially 

in extension [19]. In Kienböck's disease, there is a clear 

decrease in the strength of the affected wrist compared 

to the healthy side, which is a handicap for this 

population, the majority of whom are heavy workers. 

 

Imaging is necessary[20], and shows partial or 

total necrosis of the lunate, compression, fragmentation 

or collapse of the carpus, which confirms the diagnosis 

[21]. 

 

Several classifications have been proposed, the 

most commonly used being those of Decoulx and 

Lichtman. These are radiological classifications that are 

completely detached from the clinic. 

 

For patients suffering from Kienböck's disease, 

shortening the radius by 4 to 6 mm compared to the 

ulna is one of the therapeutic approaches that lead to 

excellent results. Performed by Iluten [17] in 1928, this 

technique allowed him to obtain an anatomical 

correction. Person [15] in 1945, using the same 

procedure, obtained three satisfactory results but also 

two cases of secondary radial bowing due to poor bone 

healing, with a marked angulation that hindered and 

limited pronation and supination. Moberg and Axellson 

[17], considered that lengthening the ulna was a 

difficult procedure which sometimes led to serious 

complications, published a valuable study on radius 

shortening, based on 19 operated cases with excellent 

results. In France, this technique has been used 

cautiously for some years. Ramadier, Soulier and 

Decoulx, Jouglard published: 10 cases with 8 excellent 

results [14]. Siala [22] reported the results of a series of 

31 cases treated by diaphyseal shortening of the radius 

with an average hindsight of 16 years, and found 

clinical and radiological improvement. He believed that 

neither the inferior radioulnar index nor the inclination 

of the lunate fossa influenced the radiological evolution. 

 

CONCLUSION 
Aseptic osteonecrosis of the lunate bone is a 

rare condition affecting young adult manual workers. At 

this point, it is the radius shortening osteotomy that 

provides the best results. A mechanical theory supports 

the assumption that osteonecrosis of the lunate bone is 

due to hyper-pressure in the semilunar compartment 

caused by a short ulna. 
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